BROADCAST

SOLUTIONS

Legrand offers an extensive
selection of products that
are optimized for broadcast
applications

designed to be better™
www.legrand.us
www.legrandav.com

RACKS AND

ENCLOSURES

The foundation of every broadcast system is a robust
enclosure that takes into account not only the mounting
of the critical electronic components, but also the
management of heat and cables. Middle Atlantic has
an extensive offering to meet virtually any requirement,
from code compliance needs to access challenges.

GRK SERIES
RACK ENCLOSURE

SNE SERIES SECURITY
NETWORK ENCLOSURE

Designed for narrow multi-bay systems with
high density video cable bundles where
horizontal or vertical lacing is desired.
Up to 52RU.

This purpose-built series was designed to meet
the specific requirements of IP, analog and hybrid
systems. Four available configurations fit your
system type, wiring needs, cooling requirements
and rack location.

GRK-48-24HLRD

SNE24D-4536-P1
SNE27D-4542-P1
SNE30D-4548-P1

VRK SERIES
RACK ENCLOSURE

BGR SERIES GANGABLE
RACK ENCLOSURES

Designed for narrow multi-bay systems with
high density video cable bundles where
horizontal or vertical lacing is desired and
higher weight capacity and seismic
certification are required.

Achieve 5x faster installs while maximizing
usable space with the innovative mounting
features from the Forward and Lever Lock™
series of products available in this 23”
(58 cm) width rack.

VRK-44-31HLRD

BGR-4538

SWR SERIES
SHALLOW WALL RACKS

SR SERIES WALL MOUNT
RACKS

Acts as both a connector panel and a
generous pull-box. Includes adjustable
rackrail and LKO’s for conduit entry on
top and bottom of backpan.

Challenged by space limitations? The SR
Series provides the capacity of a full size rack
with the access of a wall mount enclosure.

SWR-12-12

SR28-46-32

SWR-16-12
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SR-46-28

FURNITURE AND

CONSOLES
With 30+ years of major TV broadcast installations
around the world, LundHalsey’s market-leading technical
furniture provides unrivaled broadcast studio and edit desk
solutions. LundHalsey consoles are chosen by system
integrators for their functionality, speed of assembly and
flexibility. Consoles provide a full range of modules which
can meet any requirement and easily adapt for future
additions and operational changes.

Legrand | AV is the sole North American distributor
of LundHalsey products.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF LUNDHALSEY’S FREE, CUSTOM DESIGN
SERVICE TO HELP YOU ACHIEVE THE PERFECT SOLUTION FOR
YOUR CONTROL ROOM.

E-TYPE II
FIXED HEIGHT
Customizable TV Broadcast Console.

A dedicated project manager will work with you throughout your
project, from design to implementation, providing concept drawings
and high-quality 3D rendering with cutting edge design software so
you will have an accurate vision of what your product will look like.

©

©

©

VISIONLINE
24/7
Control room console system designed to the ISO
11064 ergonomic standard.
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INTELLIGENT POWER

DISTRIBUTION

When the broadcast is critical,
count on intelligent PDUs
Raritan and Server Technology provide rack power
distribution units (PDU) solutions for demanding
data centers and broadcast facilities worldwide,
ensuring reliable power, remote server management
and access and control solutions for monitoring and
managing critical IT assets for continual availability.

BASIC POWER DISTRIBUTION

RARITAN

LP-22200

SERVER TECH

CB-26V2CE01F6

NETWORK METERED POWER DISTRIBUTION
SERVER TECH

STV-22001C

NETWORK SWITCHED POWER DISTRIBUTION
RARITAN

PX3-LP-62300

SERVER TECH

C2W48CE-DCMFAM66
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MONITOR AND

DISPLAY MOUNTING
Ideal for control rooms and editing environments,
monitor mounts from Chief provide countless
ways to mount screens wherever you need them,
always with ergonomics in mind.

KONTOUR™ DYNAMIC HEIGHT
ADJUSTABLE MOUNTS
Available in a variety of configurations to
meet the needs of any work area.
KXD220
KXC220
K1C120 Series (Single, Dual & Triple Monitors)

IMPACT™ FLOOR MOUNTED
KIOSKS
Provide an aesthetic solution for enclosing
displays in open areas.
LF55UBP

FUSION™ WALL TILT MOUNTS
Provide an effective way to communicate
company information and provide
wayfinding throughtout the facility.
Fusion LTM1U
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ROBOTIC PTZ CAMERAS &

CAMERA CONTROLLERS

Perfect for corporate broadcast, local TV stations,
campus news and eSports, the broadcast quality
RoboSHOT® 40 UHD PTZ cameras’ sophisticated
CMOS image sensor delivers gorgeous 4K images.
Its silent operation and ultra-smooth pan tilt zoom
motion is ideal for on-air broadcasting.

PCC PREMIER CAMERA
CONTROLLER
Controls up to eight Vaddio, Sony and Panasonic
cameras with RS-232, plus an additional 80
Vaddio IP cameras over the IP network.
999-5750-000

ROBOSHOT® 40 UHD 4K
CAMERA
Ideal for providing video footage for
broadasting and live streaming applications.
999-9952-000

PRODUCTIONVIEW PRECISION
CAMERA CONTROLLER
This joystick controller provides extremely
smooth and accurate pan, tilt and zoom control.
999-5700-00
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CABLE

MANAGEMENT
Managing cables and providing power
where it is needed in (and outside of) the
facility is Wiremold’s specialty. An extensive
selection of floor boxes that can be
customized for both functionality and to
complement the aesthetics of virtually
any space are available.

FLOOR BOXES
EVOLUTION™
SERIES FLOOR
BOXES
Provide extensive capabilities and are compatible
with a wide variety of flooring surfaces.

EVOLUTION™
SERIES
POKE-THRU
These round floor boxes are available in four
sizes and have a large range of configurations.

OUTDOOR POWER
There are many reasons why power is needed outdoors –
and Wiremold has robust, safe solutions!

OUTDOOR
CHARGING STATIONS
Provides lighted charging
where needed in a safe,
easy to access manner.
Legrand XCSLF3GRUU

OUTDOOR
GROUND BOX
Middle Atlantic Products

CL SERIES
CABLE LADDERS

Delivers safe, permanent
power to any outdoor space.
Safe and secure - UL Listed.

An effective way to manage the significant
quantities of cables that are routed above the
enclosure in your data center.
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BROADCAST

SOLUTIONS

Legrand offers a wide variety of broadcast solutions across multiple business
units, ensuring that we can provide a solution tailored to fit specific needs. Through
unparalleled equipment mounting expertise as well as thermal consideration,
cable management and power distribution built in, we help ensure maximum
uptime and reliability. Legrand is a global infrastructure provider. We have the scale
to provide the best support when needed. We never lose sight of what customers
want to accomplish.
Everything we do is done to help them reach their goals. We’re able to help in
many ways – through innovative design, expertise, and services that add value to
relationships.

www.legrand.us
www.legrandav.com
60 Woodlawn Street
West Hartford, CT 06110
1.877.BY.LEGRAND (295.3472)
Canada
1.800.723.5175; 905.738.9195
www.legrand.ca
Central America
+506.298.56.04; +506.239.71.13
www.legrand.cr
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